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Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Subject: Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group

Transmittal Of Draft Response To NRC Concerns Associated With
WCAP-15830. "Staggered Integrated ESF Testing" (Task 2016/OSC-
0037/OSC-0288)

References:

1. NRC E-Mail, G. Shukla to S. DiTommaso, "Detailed Discussion of NRC Staff
Concerns Regarding Westinghouse Owners Group Topical Report WCAP-15830-
P, Revision 0, 'Staggered Integrated ESF Testing'," August 26, 2005.

This letter transmits the non-proprietary draft PWROG response to issues discussed
in Reference 1 and further clarified during OG/NRC conference calls held on
09/01/2005 and 09/12/2005. The purpose of this response is to communicate to the
staff how the PWROG intends to address NRC concerns and issues associated with
Topical Report WCAP-15830-P, Revision 0, "Staggered Integrated ESF Testing" and
prepare for a meeting with the staff to discuss our response in the near future. A draft
meeting presentation is also included. The items addressed in the attached were
taken directly from the referenced section of Reference 1.

The PWROG requests a meeting with the staff be scheduled as soon as practicable to
discuss our response.
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If you have any questions concerning this matter, please feel free to call Christine DiMuzio at
412-374-5680.

Sincerely yours,

(o le W I" . . . v

Frederick P. "Ted" Schiftley, II, Chairman
Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group
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cc: Licensing Subcommittee
Operations Subcommittee
Risk Management Subcommittee
Steering Committee
G. S. Shukla, NRC (via FedEx)
J. Duryea, Westinghouse
PMO
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Attachment 1

Draft Response To NRC Issues Associated With PWR Owners Group Topical
Report WCAP-15830-P, Revision 0, "Staggered Integrated ESF Testing"

March 2006

Note:
In order to facilitate presentation of how the PWROG intends to address NRC concerns
wilh WCAP 15830 as described in reference 1, excerpts from reference 1 were extracted
to jform the comprehensive list of issues number RAI 1 - 19. The number in parentheses
following the RAI number refers to the section of reference 1 from which the excerpt was
taken.

References:
1. "Detailed Discussion of NRC Staff Concerns Regarding Westinghouse Owners

Group Topical Report WCAP-15830-P, Revision 0, "Staggered Integrated ESF
Testing", received 08/26/2005.

Issues and Responses

RAI 1 (1.1.1 and 1.1.3): Thefirst keyprinciple of risk-informed decision making
states that "The proposed change meets the current regulations unless it is
explicitly related to a requested exemption or rule change. " However, as
discussed in Section 2.0 below, the application does not explain how the proposed
change will continue to meet the requirements of General Design Criterion
(GDC) 17, GDC 18, acceptance guidelines of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.9, RG
1.108, and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std 387, or
request exemption or rule change. Explanation of how regulatory requirements
will be met is needed.

Response RAI 1 (1.1.1 and 1.1.3):
Westinghouse performed a generic deterministic evaluation (see Attachment A) of EDG
system and equipment and other time sensitive control circuits within the ESF system and
could not identify any components that may have a failure mode with a hazard rate that
will change with the proposed increase in the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval. The
analysis did not show any correlation of identified equipment and control circuit failures
with integrated ESF/LOOP test interval. There is no change in plant design. Defense-in-
depth is not affected.

Each plant that considers implementing the proposed change must perform a similar plans:
specific analysis. If the plant specific analysis identifies any components with a time
dep ndent failure mode, each occurrence must be evaluated to ensure that surveillance
requirements, calibration, functional testing or operability determination are performed

_CP153- A RsossPg
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within a time interval that is less than one refueling interval. If any components are
determined to be tested solely by the integrated ESF/LOOP test and they have a time
dependent failure mode, all of the following must be performed to evaluate the
acceptability of the proposed change in integrated ESF/LOOP test interval:
1. Ensure a preventive maintenance program is established to remove the time

dependent failure mode and to assure that the component's hazard rate remains
constant,

2. Ensure that the time dependent failure rate for the affected component has been
included in the single ESF train risk model to account for the risk impact.

The generic deterministic evaluation shows that extending the integrated ESF/LOOP test
interval from every refueling to every other refueling interval on a staggered basis will
not increase the unavailability of a single ESF train.

Furthermore, the proposed increase in the ESF test interval and the LOOP test interval of
specified refueling interval EDG tests will not decrease the defense-in-depth of the
emergency power distribution system as required by General Design Criterion GDC 17
and GDC18. The increase in the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval will not change the
acceptance guidelines of regulatory guide RG 1.9, RG 1.108, and IEEE standard Std 387
since all required EDG testing will still be verified accordingly and EDG operation
during emergency conditions will not be compromised.

Refer to attachment 1, for details concerning the generic deterministic based evaluation.

WCAP-15830, Section 5.1, "Assessment of Deterministic Factors", will be replaced with
the new generic deterministic evaluation similar to the one located in Attachment 1.

RAI 2 (1.1.2) How will defense-in-depth continue to be provided?

Response RAI 2 (1.1.2):
A continuation of response to RAI 1 (1.1.1).

During the refueling interval, including the outage, there are many other surveillance
activities, such as TS required calibrations and operability tests, that are performed either
according to TS or other plant requirements to verify if not all, but most functional testing
required by the integrated ESF/LOOP tests. The specific requirements vary from one
plant to another. In some plants, other EDG testing is performed with the integrated
ESF/LOOP testing to minimize excessive EDG testing. In the final analysis, the concept
of staggered integrated ESF testing is plant specific and requires, among other things, a
detailed evaluation of the plant ESF surveillance program to identify all overlapping
tests.

Integrated ESF/LOOP actuation surveillance test of each train is performed to determine
if sets of systems and equipment (S/E) can perform their intended function when required
to do so in the presence of a safety injection signal with or without a LOOP. The test
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assures that the concept of plant defense in depth is maintained by ensuring both trains of
the ESF actuation system are operable as required. In addition, the test assures that
changes in each ESF train unavailability are not the result of a change in the test interval
but rather, constant hazard rate.

Thc plant-specific analysis should show that an increase in the integrated ESF/LOOP
testing interval from once per refueling interval to a staggered every other refueling
interval, will not degrade the performance of each train of the ESF system and will not
invalidate any assumptions in the plant licensing basis. Also, the analysis should show
that the proposed change does not change or alter the required refueling test interval for
type B and C containment penetrations currently covered by Appendix J testing
requirements. There is no change in plant design. Defense-in-depth is not affected.

RA[ 3 (1.1.4) Provide clarification that WCAP-15830 provide a generic
methodology that may be applied at allplants. It includesfour demonstrations ofr
how it may be applied. The demonstrations do not replace the requirementfor
each plant to submit its own LAR. Application is plant specific. Additional
explanation is required on how the fourth key principle of risk-informed decision-
making will be satisfied.

Response RAI 3 (1.1.4):
An Executive Summary will be added to WCAP-15830 that clearly states that
implementation of the proposed change is plant specific. Approval of the proposed
methodology does not in any way allow any plant to implement the proposed change
without first performing the required plant-specific analyses. Utilities interested in
adopting a staggered integrated ESF/LOOP test program must perform the required plant
specific risk analyses and defense-in-depth evaluation, IAW the approved methodology,
and submit a LAR to change the specific TS surveillance requirements that apply to their
plant. WCAP-15830 provides the generic methodology to be followed and plant
demonstrations as a proof of principle. Additional implementation guidance will be
added to the WCAP as necessary to facilitate plant specific application.

To further clarify the scope and intent of WCAP-15830, the title will be changed from,
"Staggered Integrated ESF Testing" to "Staggered Integrated ESF and LOOP Testing".

RAI 4 (1.1.5) Include specific provisions as to how the impact of the proposed
change will be monitored.

Response RAI 4 (1.1.5):
The following implementation requirements will be added to WCAP-15830:
1. Each plant must ensure that they have an administrative program in place to trend,

monitor and evaluate failures of all components tested solely by the integrated
ESF/LOOP test.

2. Each plant must ensure that all components tested solely by the integrated ESF/LOOF'
test are categorized Risk Significant as defined by the Maintenance Rule.
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3. If a component that is tested solely by the integrated ESF/LOOP test fails during
performance of the integrated ESF/LOOP test, then the plant is required to test the
opposite train within the same outage. This provision should be carried out in
accordance with the plant corrective action program and addressed in the integrated
ESF/LOOP test procedure limits and precautions, pre-job briefing and acceptance
criteria.

4. If a component that is tested solely by the integrated ESFILOOP test fails during
performance of the integrated ESF/LOOP test, then the plant should initiate a Root
Cause Analyses to determine if the failure is a time dependent, in accordance with the
plant corrective action program.

5. If a component that is tested solely by the integrated ESF/LOOP test fails during
performance of the integrated ESF/LOOP test, and the failure is determined to be a
time dependent failure, then the plant should take the appropriate action(s) in
accordance with the plant corrective action program, such as; ensure a preventive
maintenance program is established to remove the time dependent failure mode and to
assure that the components hazard rate remains constant.

6. If a component that is tested solely by the integrated ESF/LOOP test fails during
performance of the integrated ESFILOOP test, and the failure is determined to be
time dependent, then the plant should ensure that the time dependent failure rate for
the affected component is included in the single ESF train risk model to account for
the risk impact.

RAI S (1.2.2.4) The identification of CategoryA-4 components may have
ramifications beyond the proposed staggered integrated ESF testing regime. For
example, the omission of components that provide the load shedding function
implies that some previous risk evaluations of EDG completion time extensions
may be inadequate because not allfailure modes of the EDGs were addressed.
Therefore, the staff review shows that users of WCAP-15830 must re-assess
previous risk-informed approvals to determine how the selective omission of the
Category A-4 components affects the conclusions of their supporting risk
evaluations.

Response RAI 5 (1.2.2.4)
Figure 4.3-1, Component Categorization Process Flow Chart and associated discussion
will be modified to include a provision to re-assess previous risk applications that impact
available margin in EDG loading analysis.

RAI 6 (1.2.2) WCAP-15830 recognizes that two different probabilistic modeling
approaches may be used to quantify the probabilities of PRA logic model events
involving failures to change state upon demand (e.g., "failure to start" and "failure
to open"): the binomial failure model and the standby failure rate model. Provide
justification that these probabilistic models remain appropriate when evaluating
the risk increase associated with the proposed test frequency change.
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Response RAI 6 (1.2.2)
The 'StandbyFailure Rate' model is used in WCAP-15830. All reference to the
'Binomial Failure' model will be removed from WCAP-15830.

RAI 7 (1.2.2-4) Incorporate a requirement in WCAP-15830 that requires
immediate testing of all ESF trains if any failures are detected during the
scheduled test of a given ESF train.

Response RAI 7 (1.2.2-4)
Re fer to Response RAI 4 (1.1.5). ). If a component that is tested solely by the integrated
ES F/LOOP test fails during performance of the integrated ESF/LOOP test, then the plant
is required to test the opposite train within the same outage. This provision should be
carried out in accordance with the plant corrective action program and addressed in the
integrated ESFILOOP test procedure limits and precautions, pre-job briefing and
acceptance criteria.

RA 18 (1.2.2-4) The staff observes that the addition of dummy events to capture the
impact on CCF willperturb the importance measures produced by the PRA,
which may be of concern during certain risk-informed applications (e.g.,
applications pertaining to 10 CFR 50.69). Therefore, WCAP-15830 does not
provide sufficient information to demonstrate that use of such dummy events is
appropriate.

Response RAI 8 (1.2.2-4)
Dunmmy events were introduced as a quick method for addressing the impact of staggered
testing on the average unavailability due to common cause failure of the components of
interest. The dummy events were used for evaluation purposes only. Once a plant is
granted the test interval extension, they would have to update their base PRA model to
reflect the change in failure probabilities of basic events covered only by the ESF/LOOP
test. This would include revising the average unavailability associated with the random
failures of the Type A components and revising the common cause failure model for
these components. The specific changes needed to adjust the common cause failure
model are a function of the methodology used by the plant to incorporate common cause
failures.

Several plants use the Alpha Model for incorporating common cause. Individual basic
events are used to represent each group of like components for which common cause
failure is to be modeled. The numerical value for the average unavailability for each
common cause failure basic event is determined using an equation which accounts for the
component failure rate, test interval, level of redundancy, and type of test (sequential
versus staggered). These plants would switch from the sequential testing equation to the
staggered testing equation and requantifiy the common mode failure average
unavailability for all basic events that represent common cause failure for Type A
components. The basic events remain within the model and are properly accounted for in
the importance calculations.
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Other plants use a similar model where basic events representing common cause failure
of specific groups of like components are included directly in the PRA model. The key
difference is that the Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) approach is used for quantifying the
average unavailability. As with the Alpha model, the average unavailabilities are
calculated off-line and entered into the PRA model's database for overall model
quantification. The key difference is that the MGL method does not have explicit
equations for staggered versus sequential testing. There are equations for converting
between MGL parameters and Alpha parameters. Thus, one way to address the common
cause model changes for the Type A components, mainly a doubling of the test interval
with a conversion to staggered testing, would be to calculate the Alpha model parameters
using the staggered testing model and then convert back to the MGL parameters. In these
cases, the new common cause failure events in the model would reflect the test interval
and test method changes so that the importances would be calculated appropriately.

A third approach to modeling common cause failure, especially for two train systems, is
to create a module which consists of a basic event representing random failure of one of
the basis events in the common cause failure group ANDed with a basic event
representing the fl-factor which is the probability that both components fail given that the
first one failed. For this model, any increase in the average unavailability of the
individual component represented in the model is automatically reflected in the common
cause failure unavailability contribution. This particular model does not have an easy
way to adjust for the use of staggered testing. Therefore, for the evaluation of the impact
of the proposed changes, a dummy event with a value of 0.5 was added to the AND gate
based on an evaluation that demonstrated that for a given test interval, the use of
staggered testing as opposed to sequential testing will result in a reduction of the common
cause failure unavailability of about 50%. The plants that use the module approach as
described above calculate the "component" importance at the module level for common
cause failure events. As long as the modules of interest are not expanded, the
importances will be calculated correctly. There is, however, an alternate approach in
which the module is replaced with a new basic event representing the common cause
failure of the specific set of components. The average unavailability for this new basic
event would be calculated "off-line" using the appropriate test interval, basic standby
failure rate, fl-factor and test scheme adjustment facture. The calculated importance for
the new common cause basic event would reflect the test interval and test method
changes and the importance would be calculated correctly.

RAI9 (1.2.3) The results in WCAP-15830 are incomplete because the impact of
adopting a staggered ESF testing regime on LERF was not provided for Palisades
and the method used to assess LERFfor Waterford needs further justification. In
addition to these specific issues, the staff cannot generally accept or reject these
results until its concerns about PRA technical adequacy are resolved

Response RAI 9 (1.2.3)
A provision that LERF must be included in plant specific risk analysis will be added to
WCAP-15830.
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RAI 10 (1.2.4) The WCAP-15830 methodology makes three key assumptions that
heavily influence the PRA numerical results:
1. Certain components tested by the integrated ESF test may be reasonably

represented in the PRA by using the standby failure rate model (i.e., the
assumption that standbyfailure rates do not depend on the testfrequency).

2. Certain components tested by the integrated ESF test may be reasonably
represented in the PRA by using the binomialfailure model (i.e., the
assumption thatfailure-on-demand probabilities do not depend on the test
frequency).

3. The adoption of a staggered testing regime reduces the potentialfor CCF by
one-half (i.e., the assumption that CCF beta factors are reduced by one-half).

Incorporate provisions for performing sensitivity or uncertainty evaluations of
CDF and LERF based on the above assumptions.

Response RAI 10 (1.2.4)

1. Only the 'Standby Failure Rate' model was used to evaluate the changes proposed in
the WCAP-15830. The binomial failure model is considered not to be appropriate for
an evaluation of changes to test interval because it is based on the assumption that the
failure probability is based on demand stresses and does not change with test interval.
The impact of using this model would be that the component unavailabilities would
not change for any change in test interval. The binomial failure model was not used
for any of the Type A components. The discussion of the binomial failure model was
included for historical background only. The discussion of the binomial failure
model will be removed from WCAP-15830. Handbook of Parameter Estimation for
Probabilistic Risk Assessment, NUREG/CR-6823, section 2.3.4.4, suggests a third
possible model which incorporates aspects of both the binomial failure model and the
standby failure rate model. For this model, the failure probability, P(f) is represented
by:
P(f) = q + X*T where:

q is the demand failure probability (a constant)
X is the standby failure rate and,
T is the test interval.

This model is generally not used because there is no consistent theoretical means to
determine the value of q for various components and operating experience is
generally not sufficient to determine values for q and K The standby failure rate
model can be viewed as a special case of the combine model with q set to zero. A
sensitivity case using a non-zero value for q will provide some insight of how this
might impact the conclusions. Westinghouse recommends a value of q equal to 10%
of the base failure probability.

2. The unavailability model used to evaluate the impact of the proposed changes had
three key assumptions: 1) The average unavailability for a standby component can be
calculated using the standard equation (UA = XT/2) where X is the failure rate (hazard
rate and T is the test interval, 2) The hazard rate, X, remains constant over the range of
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test intervals of interest and 3) For a fixed test interval, T, the average unavailability
contribution due to common cause failure based on a staggered test scheme is about a
factor of 2 less than the average unavailability contribution due to common cause
failure based on a sequential test scheme. A derivation of this is presented in section
4.5.2 of the WCAP. A more detailed derivation and explanation of this factor is
presented in Section A.3 of Appendix A of NUREG/CR-5485.

The reduction in the average common cause failure contribution to overall system
unavailability is the primary safety benefit of staggered testing. The discussion in
Section A.3 of Appendix A of NUREG/CR-5485 substantiated the appropriateness of
assumption 3. However, a sensitivity analysis will be performed in which the average
unavailability contribution of common cause failure is modeled by the equation,
UAcCF = P*XT/2 where P is defined as the conditional probability that the second of 2
components is failed given that the first is failed. This equation represents UAccF as
being linearly related to test interval, as is the unavailability associated with failure of
the individual components, and negates the benefit of staggered testing.

As previously stated in Assumption 2, the failure rate (hazard rate) remains constant
over the range of test intervals of interest (an every other outage ESF/LOOP test
intervals). Implied within this assumption is that the components of interest will not
enter the accelerated degradation (wear-out) portion of their life cycle in the extended
test interval. This is a reasonable assumption, because the maximum test interval, 36
months, is within the manufacturer recommended PM interval for the components of
interest, and calibrations that would detect degradations are performed more
frequently. However, a sensitivity evaluation will be performed to evaluate the
impact of this assumption. For this sensitivity case, the hazard rate, H, will have a
constant value of X for the I't 24 months. (The SE for the extension of the refueling
cycle from 18 to 24 months concurred with this assumption.) For the period of 24
months to 30 months, the hazard rate H will be twice the initial hazard rate (i.e., H24. 30
= 2* K). For the period 30 months to 36 months the hazard rate will be assumed to
be a factor of 6 greater than the initial hazard rate (i.e., H30. 36 =6* X).

3. As stated previously, the objective of WCAP-15830 was to present a methodology/
approach for extending the test interval for the integrated safeguards test. The CDF
and ACDF values presented in WCAP were illustrative only and intended only to
demonstrate that the methodology worked. The values used were estimates of the
mean value. The delta risk comparisons per RG 1.174 are based on mean values.
When applying for the test interval change, the individual applicants would need to
perform a numerical uncertainty analysis to calculate the mean values for the baseline
CDF, CDF for the extended test interval, and associated ACDF. The WCAP will be
revised to clearly stipulate that the applicants need to perform the numerical
uncertainty analysis and present the mean values and the 5th and 95th percentile
values. The comparisons will be based on the calculated means rather than the point
estimates for the means.

RAI .11 (1.3) The bulk of WCAP-15830 concerns evaluations of the risk impacts
associated with the proposed test frequency change for integrated ESF testing.
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There is minimal discussion about the impact of the proposed change on defense-
in-depth and safety margins. Therefore, the risk evaluations play a major role in
justifying the proposed testfrequency change. Hence, emphasis needs to be
placed on ensuring that the PRAs used to support the risk evaluations are
technically adequate. The PWROG expected users of WCAP-15830 to address the
issue of PRA technical adequacy, which makes the report incomplete:

Response RAI 11 (1.3)
As stated previously, the objective of WCAP-15830 was to present a methodology/
approach for extending the test interval for the integrated safeguards test. The CDF and
ACDF values presented in WCAP were illustrative only and intended only to demonstrate
that the methodology worked. The PRAs used for the demonstrations each had a peer
review and the plants were in the process of resolving their A & B level Facts and
Observations (F&Os). These PRAs were briefly reviewed and determined to be of
sufficient scope and quality to use for the purposes of the methodology demonstration.
The prime factors considered were: a) Did the PRA model the systems and components
of interest, either explicitly or implicitly, b) Did the PRA cover common cause failure of
the components of interest, c) Could the basic event probabilities be readily changed to
reflect the increased test interval, and d) Were there any outstanding A or B level F&Os
that could impact the results?
When applying for the test interval change, the individual applicants would need to
perform the plant specific risk evaluations. As part of their individual submittals, the
applicants would need to provide documentation that their PRA was of sufficient scope
and quality for the application. This would include a) documentation that the PRA had
been peer reviewed, b) that all A and B level F&Os either had been resolved or did not
affect the analyses, c) the PRA scope included all systems and components of interest, d)
common cause failure is modeled for each component of interest and e) the basic events
are modeled such that changes in average unavailability (probability of failure on
demand) can be revised to reflect changes in test interval. The applicants should also
denionstrate that the results of their PRA are reasonably consistent with those of similar
plants. This can be demonstrated via a cross-comparison, such as the cross-comparison
performed for the MSPI program.

RAI 12 (1.3-1) Contrary to SRP Chapter 19.1, Section 111.1, documentation of
the intermediate results of the process was not provided.
a. The cause-effect relationships betveen the proposed testfrequency change

and the plant SSCs, operator actions, and plant operational characteristics
were not identified, and

b. The mapping of cause-effect relationships onto PRA model elements were not
provided.

Response RAI 12 (1.3.1)
The cause-effect relationship between each SSC/function covered in the Integrated
ESF/LOOP (IESF) test and the PRA model is demonstrated using a systematic approach
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and documentation via a spreadsheet. A top-down approach is applied. Based on the
plant-specific IESF test procedures, a spreadsheet is populated with all SSCs/functions
that are covered by the IESF test including all SSCs/functions that are covered by tests
other than the IESF test. The spread sheet is then used to document the justification
behind the classification of the SSCs/functions in categories A, B, and C and the
respective subcategories. The mapping of the cause-effect relationship of the
SSC/functions covered by the IESF test to the PRA model basic events are also
documented in the spreadsheet.

Following this overview are several examples of how SSCs/functions were evaluated
using the process described in Section 4.2.4 of WCAP-15830 and illustrated by Figure
4.3-1. Before entering the Figure 4.3.1 process, the plant specific IESF test for each
demonstration plant was reviewed and every component and function tested by the IESF
test was identified. To be included in the list, the component or function had to be a test
required verification and/or part of the acceptance criteria. Each component and function
was entered into the spreadsheet. The component list is plant specific and depends on
how IESF testing is conducted at that facility.

The examples are representations of the spreadsheet for the demonstration plants. They
show how the selected components were evaluated from the beginning to the end.
Including the initial categorization (A, B or C) and bases, the sub-categorization for all
Category A components (A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4) and bases, including how the
component was addressed in the plant specific PRA model, if required.

{Example of database to be provided)

RAI 13 (1.3-2) Contrary to SRP Chapter 19.1, no statements were provided that
the PRA models had been revised to reflect any significant changes in design or
operationalpractices (including operating procedures), and that the data used to
estimate the parameters are current

Response RAI 13 (1.3.2)
As stated previously, the objective of WCAP-15830 was to present a methodology /
approach for extending the test interval for the integrated safeguards test. When applying
for the test interval change, the individual applicants would need to perform the plant
specific risk evaluations. As part of their individual submittals, the applicants would
need to provide documentation that their PRA represented the as-built/as-operated plant.
This would be done by demonstrating that they had a procedure for performing periodic
updates to their PRA, that the procedure had provisions for evaluating plant changes,
physical, operational or procedural, and incorporating them in the PRA model. The
plants also must have procedures for performing periodic updates of the operating
experience data and factoring it into the PRA database for equipment performance. The
WCAP will be modified to stipulate the plant specific applications will need to show that
procedures for updating their PRA and the plant data are in place. The applications
would also need to provide the date of their most recent PRA update and evaluate the
potential impact of any plant changes made after the last update.
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RAI-14 (1.3-3) Contrary to SRP Chapter 19.1, Section IV], documentation of the
significant peer review findings and progress made towards resolving them (or
arguments that resolution of the findings is not needed) was not provided.

Response RAI 14 (1.3.3)
Refer to Response RAI 11 (1.3).

RAI 15 (2.0) The methodologypresented in WCAP-15830 does not
demonstrate: 1) sufficient capacity and capability of the EDGs to power their
associated load group by disconnecting loads on a LOOP, starting of EDG and
sequencing of loads to satisfy the requirements of GDC 17 and, 2) the EDG train
is designed with a capability to test periodically the operability of the EDG train
as a whole and under conditions as close to design as practicable to satisfy the
requirements of GDC 18.

Response RAI 15 (2.0)
Refer to the responses to RAI-1 and RAI-2 defense-in-depth discussion.

The design of the EDG system and components is not being changed. The design
capacity and capability of the EDGs is unrelated to the proposed change in test
frequency. EDG redundancy and availability will not change.

RAIr 16 (2.0) WCAP-15830 also proposes to increase the testfrequency of SR
3.8.1.18 and 3.8.1.16. However, the information provided in WCAP-15830 does
not identify what other, more frequently performed surveillance tests verify the
operability of many of the components andfunctions tested by the above
surveillances.

Response RAI 16 (2.0)
WCAP-15830 will be changed to exclude SR 3.8.1.18 from the SRs that may be included
in a staggered ESF/LOOP test scheme. The sequencer calibration and testing interval
will not be changed. EDG load sequencer is calibrated and functionally tested every 18
months according to the plant TS requirements (SR 3.8.1.18) and independent of EDG
and integrated ESF/LOOP testing. The load sequencer calibration and functional test,
plus the undervoltage relay calibration and functional test, SI signal testing, plus the EDG'
monthly loading test are functionally equivalent to the testing required by SR 3.8.1.1 1,
which is addressed by the integrated ESF/LOOP test. These tests verify that EDG
breaker control circuits will close or open with an undervoltage signal and a SI signal.
With SI signal present certain protective circuits are bypassed and EDG will achieve its
rated speed, voltage and frequency as required, and load sequencer will load EDG
according to the sequencer time setting.

EDG control circuits, as well as circuit breaker control circuits, will close or open when
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command is initiated by a SI signal or an undervoltage signal. ESF loads are energized
according to the calibrated timers within the load sequencer. Since the sequencer timers
are calibrated and functionally tested every refueling outage by SR 3.8.18, independent of
the integrated ESF/LOOP test, extending the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval has no
affect on sequencer operability, nor does it change its unavailability.

Safety Injection (SI) sequencer (when there is no LOOP) is tested and or verified from
every 12 hours to 18 months (refueling) calibration interval. Actuation logic is tested (SR
3.3.6.4) every 92 days on a staggered test interval. Logic timers are calibrated and
functionally tested every 18 months by SR 3.8.1.18 (same as EDG sequencer). ESFAS
response time is verified according to SR 3.3.2.10. Therefore, extending the integrated
ESF/LOOP test interval has no affect on sequencer operability, nor does it change its
unavailability.

Refer to Attachment 1, Sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3 for details of this analysis.

RAI 17 (2.0) It is unclear how the proposed change is consistent with the
acceptance guidelines of RG 1.9, RG 1.108, and IEEE Std 387.

Response RAI 17 (2.0)
Addressed by the response for RAI 1 (1.1.1).

RAI 18 (2.0) The proposed change could reduce the reliability of components
andfinctions that are only tested by the integrated ESF tests

Response RAI 18 (2.0)
Refer to Attachment 1, Section 5.0. The generic deterministic analysis shows that there
is no impact since none of the affected systems and equipment has shown any failure
time dependency.

RAI 19 (2.0) Extending the testfrequency would increase the likelihood of
undetected component andfunction failures.

Response RAI 19 (2.0)
Refer to Attachment 1, Section 5.0. The significance hazard analysis of the generic
deterministic analysis in Attachment 1 did not identify any likelihood of an undetected
component and or functional failure as a consequence of going to a staggered integrated
ESF/LOOP test scheme.
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Attachment A

Generic Deterministic Evaluation
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Generic Deterministic Based Evaluation

5.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this generic deterministic based evaluation is to show that there are no
time dependent failure modes and to support the conclusion of the risk-informed basis
that extending the TS surveillance test interval for the Integrated ESF/LOOP test results
in only minor changes in plant risk. The change in the plant risk is determined by
performing plant specific failure modes and effect analysis on systems/equipment (S/E)
that is tested solely by the integrated ESF/LOOP test. The evaluation should show that
there are no time dependent failure modes. If any time-dependent failure modes are
identified, the plant must ensure that a preventive maintenance program is established to
remove the time dependent failure mode and to assure that the component's hazard rate
remains constant. In addition, the time dependent failure mode must be included the
plant risk model.

5.2 ANALYSIS

Risk informed analysis of the proposed change in integrated ESF/LOOP test interval has
demonstrated that any change in plant risk is negligible. The minimal impact on the risk
outcome is in part due to the fact that the integrated ESFILOOP test is not the primary or
sole test for most of the components and functions being tested.

All of the Engineered Safety Features initiation system and portions of the actuation
system are functionally tested during plant operation by TS required surveillances at
intervals that vary from 12 hours, 92 days, 184 days and 18 months; these surveillances
are independent of the integrated ESF/LOOP test. SIAS initiation signal surveillance
activities will not be affected by the proposed change in integrated ESF/LOOP test
interval. Therefore, no further analysis of instrumentation is required.

During the refueling interval, including the outage, there are many other surveillance
activities, such as TS required calibrations and operability tests, that are performed either
according to TS or other plant requirements to verify most functional testing required by
the integrated ESF/LOOP tests. The specific requirements vary from one plant to another.
In some plants, other EDG testing is performed with the integrated ESF/LOOP testing to
minimize excessive EDG testing. In the final analysis, the concept of staggered integrated
ESF/LOOP testing is plant specific and requires a detailed evaluation of the plant ESF
surveillance program to identify all overlapping tests.

Integrated ESF/LOOP actuation surveillance test of each train is performed to determine
if sets of systems and equipment (S/E) can perform their intended function when required
to do so in the presence of a safety injection signal with or without a LOOP. The test
assures that the concept of plant defense in depth is maintained by ensuring both trains of
the ESF actuation system are operable as required. In addition, the test assures that
changes in each ESF train unavailability are not the result of a change in the test interval
but rather, constant hazard rate.
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The plant-specific analysis should show that an increase in the integrated ESF/LOOP
testing interval from once per refueling interval to a staggered every other refueling
interval, will not degrade the performance of each train of the ESF system and will not
invalidate any assumptions in the plant licensing basis. Also, the analysis should show
that the proposed change does not change or alter the required refueling test interval for
type B and C containment penetrations currently covered by Appendix J testing
requirements.

Plant planned maintenance activities and TS surveillance requirements provide
reasonable assurances that all ESF S/E are tested and maintained accordingly. All ESF
StE are part of the maintenance rule program. The primary purpose of the maintenance
program is to assure that time dependent failure modes are identified, the associated
degradation is removed, and that the component is maintained as good as new.

5.2.1 EDG Surveillance Testing Overlap Analyses

Many of the required refueling interval EDG TS surveillances are performed in
conjunction with integrated ESF/LOOP testing in order to take advantage of the required
initial conditions for the test and reduce the number of EDG starts. The EDG is one piece
of IESF equipment where it makes good sense to combine as many test requirements into
one test as possible. The extent of this integration and coordination is plant specific and
dependent on EDG design.

Re-view of the electrical chapter surveillance requirements as described in Standard ITS
(NMJREG-1432) and actual integrated ESF/LOOP tests performed by number of plants,
indicate that all or part of the following EDG related TS surveillances are typically
performed in conjunction with integrated ESFLOOP testing:

1) SR 3.8.1.9 6) SR 3.8.1.14
2) SR 3.8..10 7) SR 3.8.1.15
3) SR 3.8.1.11 8) SR.3.8.1.16
4) SR 3.8.1.12 9) 5R3.8.1.17
5) SR 3.8.1.13 10) SR 3.8.1.18

11) SR 3.8.1.19

Whether or not it is acceptable, from a plant risk perspective; to extend the STI for all
these SRs will depend on the results of individual plant-specific risk and deterministic
analyses. However, based on a combination of a review of overlapping surveillance tests
for the demonstrations plants and a generic FMEA showing that there are no time-
dependent failure modes, Westinghouse believes it is possible to extend all of the above
STIs to twice the normal refueling interval, with the exception of SR 3.8.1.18. The
reasons for exempting sequencer timing verification (SR 3.8.1.18) are described in the
following section.
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5.2.1.1 ITS Chapter 8 Surveillance Requirements as related to EDG and EDG
breaker

SR 3.8.1.9 verifies the operability of EDG voltage regulator (VR) and governor.

SR 3.8.1.10 verifies the operability of EDG VR and governor to maintain EDG speed.

SR 3.8.1.11 verifies operability of undervoltage relays (UVR) 27 with auxiliary relays,
safe guard bus breakers trip circuits, EDG start control circuits, EDG breaker, EDG VR,
EDG excitation and field circuits, EDG governor, EDG load sequencer.

SR 3.8.1.12 same as SR 3.8.1.11 plus the SIAS actuation relays.

SR 3.8.1.13 verifies automatic EDG trips are bypassed on ESF bus UV with or without a
SIAS. It also tests EDG breaker control circuits and (UVR) 27 with auxiliary relays.

SR 3.8.1.14 verifies the operability of EDG VR, EDG governor and EDG fuel transfer
system It also verifies all other electrical and mechanical EDG components are capable
of continuous high load operation

SR 3.8.1.15 verifies operability of, EDG breaker control circuits, SI actuation signal
presence at EDG breaker control circuits following a hot restart.

SR 3.8.1.16 verifies operation of synch check relays, voltage regulator and governor.

SR 3.8.1.17 verifies test mode override the presence of SI actuation signal at the EDG
control circuits and response of emergency loads.

SR 3.8.1.18 verifies the time intervals of the SI and Shutdown load sequencers.

SR 3.8.1.19 is the combination of SR 3.8.1.11 and 3.8.1.12.

5.2.1.2 Major EDG Component with specific testing requirements

Key EDG related systems and components requiring routine operability verifications can
be summarized as follows:

UVR 27 and Aux relays, safeguard buses feeder circuit breakers, EDG control circuits,
EDG load sequencer and load feeder breakers, SI and shutdown sequencers, ESFAS
subgroup relays, EDG voltage regulator, EDG governor, EDG exciter, EDG
synchronization relays.

a) UVR 27 and Aux relays are channel checked every 12 hours per SR 3.3.6. UVR
27 relays are functionally tested every 92 days per SR 3.3.6.2. The UVR 27
relays are calibrated and functionally tested every 18 months per SR 3.3.6.3. The
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testing intervals for UVR 27 and Aux relays will not change with the proposed
change in the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval. Therefore, extending the
integrated ESF/LOOP test interval will not affect the reliability of the UVR 27
and Aux relays.

b) Safeguard Bus and Feeder Circuit Breakers (other than the EDG output
breakers) are activated by the UVR 27 relays and automatic load sequencer.
These circuits are functionally tested and calibrated in accordance with their
respective requirements under TS 3.3.5 and 3.3.6. Breakers are also maintained
in accordance with vendor recommendations and plant procedures to ensure
reliability. These test and maintenance intervals are not affected by the proposed
extension of the ESF/LOOP test interval.

c) EDG control circuit is functionally tested each month per SR 3.8.1.2 and 3.8.1.3.
The EDG is started and stopped manually using a local or remote test switch
(plant specific, depends on the EDG control circuit design). The circuits are
provided with permissive contacts from UVR 27 and SI actuation signals to start
EDG from both or either signal and to bypass selected EDG protective circuits
whenever required to do so. Therefore, all portions of the control circuit, with the
exception of the UVR 27 and SIAS contacts (tested separately) and contacts for
bypassing automatic trips, are tested every month within one refueling interval
and will not be affected be extending the test interval for the integrated
ESF/LOOP test.

d) EDG breaker is functionally tested during the monthly surveillance test (SR
3.8.1.3). Breaker control circuit is provided with permissive contacts from UVR
27 and SIAS signal to ensure that the circuits will close/open the breaker when
required. SIAS signal initiation and UVR 27 are calibrated and functionally
tested according to TS requirements once every refueling interval (18 months).
Breaker maintenance is performed in accordance with vendor recommendations
and plant procedures.

e) EDG SI and Shutdown load sequencers are calibrated and functionally tested
every 18 months per SR 3.8.1.18. This calibration and test frequency will not be
affected by the proposed change in integrated ESF/LOOP test frequency. The
ability to functionally test load sequencers during normal operation varies from
plant to plant but most designs permit thorough functional testing of all
components excluding final output relays. In order to include sequencer
calibration in the staggered integrated ESF/LOOP test scheme, each plant would
be required to show that there are no sequencer components subject to time-
dependent failures or eliminate the time dependent failure mode and include the
failure mode in the plant risk model.

Assuming the sequencer timers are calibrated and functionally tested every
refueling outage by SR 3.8.18, independent of the integrated ESF/LOOP test,
extending the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval for other Chapter 8 refueling
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interval SRs has no affect on sequencer operability, nor does it change its
unavailability.

f) ESFAS Subgroup relays. Initiation relays are functionally tested every 92 days
by SR 3.3.5.1. Subgroup relay operability is verified every 184 days by SR
3.3.6.2. Manual trip channels are functionally tested every refueling outage by
SR 3.3.6.1 and 3.3.6.2. Channel calibration, performed every 18 months, includes
associated relays if they require calibration. ESFAS response time is verified
according to the SR 3.3.5.4. Therefore, the operability and proper functioning of
these relays is verified by TS surveillance requirements other than the integrated
ESF/LOOP test. Any failure of these relays discovered during the integrated
ESF/LOOP test would be considered random failures. Extending the surveillance
interval of the integrated ESFLOOP test is not expected to increase the failure
probability of these relays.

None of the EDG components listed above will be affected by the proposed extension of
the test interval for integrated ESF/LOOP testing. Component functions are verified by
other required TS surveillances that are independent of integrated ESFILOOP testing.

5.2.1.3 EDG components tested by comprehensive EDG testing

The following EDG components functional testing is verified in comprehensive EDG
surveillance testing that may be combined with the integrated ESFLOOP test.

a. EDG voltage regulator,
b. EDG governor,
c. EDG fuel transfer system,
d. EDG breaker synchronization check relays

EDG surveillance test vs. component/function being tested can be summarized as follow:
Type of Test Component/Function tested
Start and stop test SI, UVR signals, Governor
Load test in parallel mode VR, governor
LOOP test VR, governor
SI actuation signal test SI signal
LOOP with SIAS test VR, governor, SI signal
Single load rejection test VR, governor
Endurance test All EDG systems
Synchronization test Governor, synch check relay
Hot restart test Governor

5.2.1.3.1 EDG Voltage Regulator and Exciter

Voltage regulators (VR) maintain a constant generator voltage for emergency operation
and control the reactive volt-amperes (VAR) output from the generator when it is tested
in parallel with the grid for testing purposes.
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The excitation system controls generator output voltage by controlling the amount of
curTent delivered to the generator field. VR senses generator output voltage and compares
a rectified sample of that voltage to a reference voltage, which will result to generation of
error signal. This signal is amplified by a differential amplifier to control how early or
latie SCRs are fired. The rest of the excitation and regulation circuits may vary depending
on the design, but the basic operation of the VR is the same for all designs.

Monthly tests are performed with the EDG in parallel operation with offsite power. EDG
endurance testing in the emergency mode is with a simulated LOOP. The VR is
challenged differently depending on the mode of operation. However, the governor
functions are basically the same in either mode.

Each test challenges the voltage regulator in different ways; some by verifying the time it
takes an EDG to reach the rated voltage, while others by verifying stability, and some by
verifying that the voltage regulator can respond to load changes.

Voltage regulator response is different when EDG is operating in parallel with the offsite
power than when operating under LOOP conditions. The voltage regulator maintains a
constant generator terminal voltage for emergency operation while controlling VAR
output of the generator when it is operating in parallel with offsite power. Operation of
the voltage regulator along with the governor is more dynamic when EDG is in the
LOOP mode of operation. Voltage regulator operation during the EDG startup is about
the same under both modes of operation. However, when loading the EDG according to
sequenced timing, the operation of the VR becomes critical. It must ensure that voltage
will recover quickly and remain constant by using voltage feedback circuits to generate
the error signals and subsequently increase silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) rate of firing
and. increase excitation field current. The time required to detect the voltage feed back to
increase the excitation currents is critical to ensure that EDG voltage will not drop out of
operating limits. During EDG monthly test, EDG is paralleled with the offsite power and
loads are added individually. Voltage is set according to the operating procedure and
VARs are maintained by the VR. The circuit that maintain the VAR circuits are the part
of circuit that must monitor the EDG output voltage, current, power factor to ensure the
EDG output is maintained accordingly (this is more dependent on the VR design). It can
be assumed that if the VR can maintain and respond to the grid VAR requirements, then
it can respond to the change in voltage

ED'G endurance testing will not identify a weakness or degradation in the VR when EDG
output is increased from 100% to 110% for duration of two hours (SR 3.8.1.14). During
monthly surveillance test, EDG is loaded to its continuous rating. Increasing the load to
110% for two hours will not identify any anomaly within the VR circuits. VR will either
fail completely or result in an output voltage swing that provides unsteady KVAR output.
There are no components within the VR circuits that are tested only when EDG output
power is increased to either 100 or 110% of the rated value.

The most common symptom of a VR problem is voltage and VR swing. Following are
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some of the ways that voltage regulator problems may appear at the EDG output
voltages:

EDG output voltage collapses after field flashing:
Blown potential transformer (PT) fuse or VR pot is open circuit, therefore no
firing pulses applied to SCR firing circuits.

Voltage high and uncontrollable at the VR circuits:
* Low or no voltage from voltage sensing circuits,
* Voltage adjusting pot is shorted or misadjusted prior to EDG start,
* Faulty K type relays,
* Shorted SCR.

None of the above VR failures can be attributed to a failure that is time dependent.
Random component failure and human error are the most common contributors to VR
failure or misoperation. Voltage regulator circuits are de-energized while EDG is in
standby condition. While in the standby condition, electronic circuits are not susceptible
to failures. However, circuits are sensitive to the stresses caused by the number of start
and stops imposed by testing.

5.2.1.3.2 EDG Governor

Governor performance is defined by its ability to minimize bus frequency transients
during the required loading sequences. The~governor has the ability to maintain stable
frequency under a variety of conditions. Typical causes of governor failure could be
summarized as follows:

* Dirty oil,
* Fuel rack and other governor linkages binding,
* Lack of proper maintenance on the governor internal parts resulting in

servomechanism wear, buildup of dirt or formation of rust.

The above failure mechanisms would generally be detected during routine monthly tests.
The governor control circuits operate in different modes during routine and LOOP
testing. During routine tests when the generator is operating parallel to offsite power, the
governor operates in the droop mode to maintain stable power output. During LOOP
testing, the governor operates in the isochronous mode to maintain constant frequency.
Time response is important as step loads are applied. Governor time response problems
are generally a result of hydraulic or mechanical problems. There are several types of
governors and manufacturers, each with specialized maintenance requirements. Routine
maintenance programs for the EDG governors are plant specific. There are no parts of
the governor control circuits and hydraulic system that depend solely on the integrated
ESF/LOOP test to verify functionality or prove operability.

5.2.1.3.3 EDG Fuel Transfer System

SR 3.8.1.6 verifies that the fuel oil transfer system operates automatically to transfer oil
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from storage tank to the day tank and engine mounted tank. SR 3.8.1.4 verifies that each
day tank and engine mounted tank contains the minimum required volume of diesel fuel.
Proper operation of the fuel transfer system is verified each time the EDG is operated.
The integrated ESF/LOOP test is not the sole test used to verify functionality or prove
operability of the fuel transfer system.

5.2.1.3.4 EDG breaker synchronization check relays

The EDG must also synchronize with the offsite power source and transfer loads from the
EDG back to the offsite power following off-site power restoration after a LOOP per SR
3.8.1.16. This requires the governor to change from the isochronous to the droop mode.
There is no historical evidence that the components or circuits involved in this switch are
subject to time-dependent failure. SR 3.8.1.3 requires EDG synchronization with offsite
power for one hour or more of operation. The synchronization relays are tested every
time the EDG is synchronized with offsite power. SR 3.8.1.16, the transfer of emergency
loads from the EDG back to offsite power, requires synchronization of offsite power with
the EDG. The operation of the synchronization relay is essentially the same in both
situations. Therefore, the integrated ESF/LOOP test (including SR 3.8.1.16), is not the
sole test used to verify functionality or prove operability of the synchronization check
relays.

5.3 Defense-in- Depth Analyses

Figure 1 depicts a simplified single train of the ESF systems and equipment. To maintain
planit defense-in-depth as described in the plant licensing basis, the licensee must ensure
that there will be no significant increase in unavailability for a single ESF train if the
proposed extension in integrated ESF/LOOP testing is doubled, i.e. changed to every
other refueling outage. The deterministic analysis is needed to reinforce the conclusions
of the corresponding risk analysis performed to support the proposed change. It provides
the necessary balance between risk and deterministic required by RG 1. 174. A defense-
in-depth analysis consists of two basic parts: 1) a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis and.
2) ai Significant Hazards Analysis.

5.3.1 Consequences of failures

Most ESF systems and equipment, especially mechanical equipment, tested by the
integrated ESF/LOOP test are also functionally tested by other required surveillances in
the course of one refueling interval. In addition, safety related equipment is required to
be included in plant specific maintenance programs designed to eliminate the impact of
time dependent failure modes, if there are any. As mentioned earlier in this report, there
may be certain components that are tested solely by the integrated ESF/LOOP test. The
equipment included in this group is plant specific, due to equipment differences and
differences in the design of surveillance test programs from plant to plant. Therefore, a
plant specific defense-in-depth analysis must be performed by each plant desiring to
implement the proposed change in test interval. For the purpose of demonstration in this
report, assume that the following components are tested solely by integrated ESF/LOOP
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testing and deemed to be risk significant. Therefore, they would require a defense-in-
depth analysis. Again, this is an example of typical components. The actual plant
specific list of components may vary.

* Under Voltage Relay 27
* EDG or Load Circuit Breakers
* SIAS Actuation Relays
* ESG Safety Injection and Shutdown Load Sequencers
* EDG Control Circuits

5.3.2 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

The defense-in-depth analysis for extending a TS surveillance test time interval requires
analysis of time-dependent failure modes. This is done by performing a Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA) on each component to identify:

* If the performed surveillance test covers all failure modes,
* If any of the identified failure modes are time dependent, meaning that the rate of

change varies with time (i.e. HX fouling, TD relay drift and unit coolers
performance degrading),

* If other plant activities, such as maintenance program or surveillance testing have
identified a time dependent failure mechanism,

* If a preventive maintenance program has been established to assure that the
components hazard rate remains constant,

* If the time dependent failure rate for the affected component has been included in
the single ESF train risk model to account for the risk impact.

A demonstration of Failure Modes and Effects Analysis that follows was performed for
the group of generic components listed in Section 5.3.1. This is an example of the
required plant specific analyses that may be needed to support the plant specific risk
analyses. After the FMEA is finished, the identified failure mode for each component
also requires a Significant Hazard evaluation to be completed to determine if there is any
reduction in a safety margin by reducing the defense-in-depth in ESF systems and
equipment. The Significant Hazard evaluation is performed by analyzing the impact of
the failure mode on the overall performance of one train of ESF in response to an actual
actuation signal and analyzing how the operation of one ESF train, that has not been
tested during the refueling outage, will be impacted if a time dependent failure occurs.

5.3.3 Significant Hazards Evaluation

The operability of the ESFAS instrumentation and interlocks must ensure that when
parameters monitored by each channel or combination thereof reaches its setpoint, an
appropriate level of reliability of ESF instrumentation with sufficient redundancy is
maintained to perform its intended functions. The operability of the ESF system is
required to provide the overall reliability, redundancy, and diversity assumed available in
the plant design for protection and mitigation of accident and transient conditions. For
the above reasons, it is important that a safety evaluation be performed that considers
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each relevant failure mode against the possible impact on ESF system capability to
perform its intended functions. Also, the evaluation must consider that at no time is the
def ense-in-depth of ESF system compromised, and it will function as described in the
plant licensing bases.

The significant hazard analysis should include the following:
* Consequences of the identified failure mode,
* Safety significance of the failure mode,
* Effect of the failure mode on ESF actuation,
* Does the effect of the failure on ESFAS creates the possibility of a new different

kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated,
* Does the change in safety significance involve a significant reduction in a margin

of safety?

5.4 Examples of FMEA and Significant Hazards Analysis for Possible Category
A Components

5.4.1 Under Voltage Relay 27 FMEA

All relays are subject to random failures caused by normal variations in the
manufacturing process. Certain types of relays, such as under voltage relays (UVR 27)
are continuously energized and are therefore subject to accelerated coil insulation aging.
The failure rate of UVR 27 can be expected to increase under service conditions that
increase the coil temperature over an extended time period. In addition, some of the
older models may experience noticeable general degradation of coil wire insulation over
time if they are continuously energized with a higher than rated voltage. Most under
voltage relays are physically located within the associated switchgear. Although the
switchgear rooms are not a harsh environment, the environmental conditions will vary
from one plant to another. In general, the issue of relay failure due to accelerated coil
insulation aging has been resolved by improvements in the plant maintenance programs
and by controlling environmental conditions in areas where these relays are located.

Under voltage Relay 27 Failure Modes likely to impact ESFAS
Failure Failure mechanism Failure effects Consequences
Mode (cause of failure)
Relay fails Relay pickup spring UV logics are usually UV relays are
to drop out. adjusted incorrectly designed with one or calibrated and

(plant maintenance two relays per phase. functionally tested
program inadequacy) Two out of three according to the plant

relays must drop out TS requirements
Relay Plunger sticky to perform designed independent of
and spring force not functions. Failure of integrated ESF/LOOP
sufficient to over come one relay to drop out test interval. Therefore
that (inadequacy in when required will not extending the
plant maintenance prevent the actuation integrated ESF/LOOP
program or inadequate of the UV logic if the test interval will not
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Failure Failure mechanism Failure effects Consequences
Mode (cause of failure)

control of operating relays on the other increase the hazard
environment) two phases drop out. rate of this failure

mode.

Relay Contact surface tension Not sufficient tension Same as above.
contacts (plant maintenance between two contacts
fused, or fail program inadequacy)
to make.

Contact surface Contacts are normally
contamination (plant deenergized therefore,
maintenance program contact fusing is very
inadequacy) unlikely. Contacts

close after the relay
Incorrect contact rating drops out following a
(incorrect component loss of power.
selection)

Relay coil Either is as a result of If relay is energized, it UV relays are
fails short or random failure due to will drop out. And if calibrated and
open the insulation wire not energized, it will functionally tested
(coil wire failure, or age related to fail to pickup when according to the plant
insulation continuous operation. needed. (Extreme TS requirements
failure) design condition that a independent of

secondary UVR will integrated ESF/LOOP
(random be energized with the test interval.
failure will first line primary UV relay failures have
not change UVR. no impact on the risk
with time increase resulting from

the change in the
integrated ESF/LOOP
test interval since UV
relay failure modes are
not time dependent.
Failure functional
consequence is same
as above. This failure
mode has no safety
significance since it
will be detected and
alarmed in the control
room during the plant
operation.
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5.4.2 Under Voltage Relay 27 No Significant Hazard Evaluation

The following is a demonstration evaluation for typical under voltage relay failures and
its impact on one train of ESF system and equipment operability. Each plant must
perform a plant specific evaluation based on the plant specific UVR type and
manufacture used at their facility.

Relay fails to drop out and relay contact failure. UVR 27 arrangement on Safety buses
incorporates either one relay per phase or one relay between two phases design concept.
Relays are calibrated and functionally tested on every refueling outage according to TS
requirement and independent to integrated ESF/LOOP testing. Data provided by the
utilities for the purpose of this analysis indicates that the majority of experienced failures
were random failure with constant hazard rate. A few were related to human error or
inadequate maintenance.

There is a possibility of common mode failure if the failure is determined to be caused by
an inadequate maintenance program. If the failure is maintenance related, than the
performance of other UVR27 can be affected. This may have safety significance
involving auto EDG start in the event of loss of off-site power. However, common cause
issues have been addressed by plant specific UVR calibration program which calibrates
and functionally tests each relay during the outage.

If one EDG fails to start on auto mode, the redundant EDG will start, and loads ESFAS
required equipment according to the load sequencer timing. The failed auto start EDG
can. be manually started if it is needed.

Loss of one or a set of UVR27(s) on the safety buses will not create the possibility of a
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated since failure of one
under voltage relay at the safety buses does not prevent EDG start.

Induction of a UVR27 failure into the PRA model will show that there will be no
significant increase in the plant risk.

5.4.3 EDG and Load Circuit Breaker FMEA

Circuit breaker failure modes can be summarized as failed to open or failed to close as
required. Continuity within the breaker control circuit is interrupted with sets of contacts
from different relays that provide commanding signals for breaker operation. Failure to
provide any one of the command signals will prevent the breaker from operating
properly. UVR27 signal is generated by degraded or low voltage on the bus and initiates
a breaker opening signal to isolate the faulty part of the distribution system. All normal
and alternate feeder breakers must open, the associated EDG must start, and the EDG
output breaker closes in approximately 10 seconds after the EDG is ready to load. All of
these actions are required to be tested according to the plant specific TS requirements.

If the EDG circuit breaker fails to close as a result of breaker failure, the associated safety
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bus will not be energized and one ESF train of S/E will not be available as designed. If a
load feeder breaker fails to open as the result of breaker failure, it would increase EDG
group one loading request. The EDG response to a larger loading demand varies with the
size of EDG and the load.

Breakers failure modes with possible impact on ESFAS
Failure Mode Failure mechanism Failure effects Consequences

(cause of failure)
Breaker fails to Mechanical binding. Load will not be Could cause loss of
close powered up. one train of

Closing coil in failed Safeguard bus will safeguard bus.
state. not be powered. Breaker failure to

o c n open or close is
o typically alarmed in

provided to the the control room and
breaker closing circuit
(failure of UVR operators have the

cotc.n rae means to close the
contact ireaker. breaker manually if
control circuit). ncsaynecessary.

Failure of the SI or PRA model includes
load sequencer to the failure of breaker
provide close signal to to close or to open to
the breaker (failure of determine the risk
SI contact in breaker impact on the plant
control circuit) (very minimal).

Plant risk impact
much smaller than
impact of breaker
failing to close.

Breaker fails to Mechanical binding. Unwanted loads No time dependent
open will be energized. failure modes. The

Opening coil in failed Possible failure modes have
state. overloading of the no correlation with

EDG ESF test interval.
All of the above Therefore extending
failures are as result the integrated
of random failure that ESF/LOOP test
has no correlations interval will not
with ESF test interval increase the hazard

rate of this failure
mode
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5.4.4 EDG or Load Circuit Breaker No significant Hazard Evaluation

Th- following is a demonstration of the evaluation for failure of the safeguard switchgear
breakers including EDG breakers and the impact on one train of ESF system and
equipment operability. Each plant must perform a plant specific evaluation based on the
breaker type and manufacture used at their facility.

The failure modes for a circuit breaker are a failure to open or to close as required. Safety
related circuit breakers require periodic testing to verify proper operation. Most safety
related loads such as pumps, chillers and unit coolers require in-service functional testing
which is typically performed during normal plant operation. This testing requires cycling
the component circuit breaker. Therefore, failure of these breakers is not time dependent
since they are tested or cycled for normal operations sometime within the refueling cycle.
However, some plant design have switchgear feeder breakers that are always energized
and may not be cycled (opened) during a refueling cycle (safeguard buses are powered
directly from dedicated offsite power). Therefore, in this case, the UV trip function can
only be tested during the refueling outage by the integrated ESFJLOOP test.

The safety significance of a specific breaker failure is dependent on the specific plant
design, breaker safety function and type of loads it powers. A failure of the EDG output
breaker could cause loss of one train of safety features equipment if the operator fails or
is unable to close the breaker manually. Plant design allows operators to manually close
breakers if necessary, and they are trained to do so. A loss of one train of EDG and
ESFAS is an analyzed scenario in the design basis.

Risk models will show that a loss of one train of EDG and ESFAS will reduce margin of
safety. However, these types of failures are random and can occur under any plant
postulated scenario. It is not related to the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval.

If a load feeder breaker fails to open with an open signal present, its impact on EDG
loading sequence is dependent on the size of the load. A service water pump (usually the
largest normally operating pump) breaker failing to open when a UVR27 signal is present:
could cause EDG trip on over load when this load is combined with normal group one
loads. In such a situation, the operator may not be aware of the breaker miss position
unless he is looking directly at the breaker's status light. This type of breaker failure is
independent to the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval, since it could occur at any other
plant scenario. Consequences of a failure to load shed and loading the EDG with
additional loads could trip EDG and cause a loss of ESF train. Again, this scenario is an
analyzed plant scenario and is independent to the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval.

5.4.5 SIAS (Subgroup) Relay FMEA

There are several ESFAS designs in use. Typically they fall into one of two general
designs, relay or solid state. In general, when a safety injection signal is generated the
plant protection system sends actuation signals to ESF related system and equipment
using subgroup relays. The subgroup relays actuate timers which generate time
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sequenced start signals to load ESF pumps and other loads to its respective power
distribution buses. Many subgroup relays actuate other interposing relays that will initiate
starting the required equipment. These relays are usually located within a mild
environment and most relay designs do not require routine maintenance. ESF actuation
relays are normally deenergized and therefore not susceptible to thermal aging. ESF
actuation relays are functionally tested every 92 days as pickup and dropout. Channel
operational testing is performed every 184 days. However, relays are tested with a plant
protection signal only during the integrated ESF/LOOP test.

SIAS Subgroup Rel y Failure Modes with Possible Impact on ESFAS
Failure Modes Failure Mechanism Failure Effect Consequences

(cause of failure)
Coil failure Manufacturing defect Relay fails to Functions are not
(short or open) (random failure) energize. performed,

(If normally Functions status
Coil wire breakdown energized, fails change, can cause
(only if it is normally open) spurious
energized). ESF operation.
actuation relays are Delay in ESFAS
normally deenrgized). actuation,

no ESF actuation.

Random failure
modes. Hazard
rate will not
change with
increase in
integrated
ESF/LOOP test
interval.

Contact fused Contact surface Not sufficient Same as above.
tension (plant tension between
maintenance program two contacts
inadequacy)

Contact surface Contacts are
contamination (plant normally
maintenance program deenergized
inadequacy) therefore, contact

fusing is very
Incorrect contact unlikely.
rating (incorrect
component selection)

Mechanical Maladjustment, Fails to perform its Same as above.
binding or failure manufacturing defects intended function

Mechanical cycling
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5.4.6 SIAS Subgroup Relay No Significant Hazard Evaluation

Th. following is a demonstration evaluation for typical actuation relay failures and its
impact on one train of ESF system and equipment operability. Each plant must perform a
plant specific evaluation based on the plant specific actuation relay type and manufacture:
used at their facility. The evaluation is based on the identified failure modes, where none
are time dependent failures.

The safety significance of ESF actuation relay failure is dependent on the plant ESF
system design. Actuation relays are normally deenergized relays that are energized by an
ES F actuation signal. Relay failure modes, as the above evaluation shows, are not time
dependent based on a review of the historical operating experiences. The type of failures
identified through failure mode analysis shows that relay failure rate does not change
with time. There are no parts of the relays that can degrade with time while it is in a
deenergized state. A random relay failure could impact the operation of a train of ESF
equipment at any time regardless of the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval. In conclusion,
there are no failures modes associated with ESF actuation relays that will be affected by
an increase in the duration of the integrated ESFILOOP test interval.

5.4.7 Safety Injection and EDG Load Sequencer FMEA

Sequencer operation is verified every 31 days. They are also calibrated and functionally
tested every refueling interval during the refueling outage (SR 3.8.1.18). The refueling
outage test also includes sequencer automatic lockout actuation testing. The purpose of
the sequencer is to energize ESF components according to preset timing sequences to
ensure that motor inrush currents do not overwhelm diesel generator operation. The
proposed increase in the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval from every outage to every
other outage will have no affect on the availability of sequencers. The calibration and
functional testing of the individual sequencers remain as it was before, every refueling
interval. A sequencer component failure would be considered a random failure, since the
interval between the calibration and functional testing remains unchanged.

For load sequencer there are two failure modes that should be considered:
1) Sequencer fails to energize at the correct time
2) Sequencer output is not sufficient

Either case is independent of the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval, since the sequencer
functionality test and calibration are performed independent of the integrated ESF/LOOP
test interval. Sequencer failure or delay in the sequencer operation should be detected
and corrected within the sequencer surveillance and calibration interval (one refueling
cycle), and not by the integrated ESF/LOOP test.
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Safety Injection and EDG Load Sequencer Failure Modes with Possible Impact on
ESFAS
Failure Modes Failure Mechanism Failure Effect Consequences

(cause of failure)
Sequencer fails to Either solid state Sequencer fails to One train ESF
energize. circuits or electro initiate loading of fails to energize

mechanical relay the group two associated
failure (random required loads. components.
failure).

Sequencer output Some relays may Partial loading Some of the
is not sufficient. failed to energize failure. components may

(random failure). fail to energize,
causing a partial
ESF train failure.

Sequencer Timing relays at fault. EDG may be May cause
energizes but not loaded outside of energized loads
at the correct sequencing order. to dropout,
interval. caused by EDG

lump sum
loading. Larger
than expected
voltage drop.

5.4.8 Safety injection and EDG Load Sequencer No Significant Hazard Evaluation

The following is a demonstration of the evaluation for a typical load sequencer failures
and its impact on one train of ESF system and equipment operability. Each plant must
perform a plant specific evaluation based on the plant specific sequencer design at their
facility. The evaluation is based on the identified failure modes, where none are time
dependent.

A failure to initiate loading of one train of ESF system/equipment is an analyzed
scenario, since it could occur at any time independent of the integrated ESF/LOOP test
interval. The same is true for situations when the sequencer may have insufficient output
and failure of the output relays results in partial loading of ESF equipment. Neither of
the two failure modes is time dependent, since sequencers are functionally tested every
31 days and calibrated and functionally tested every refueling interval.

In conclusion, the failures of sequencers are independent of the integrated ESF/LOOP
test interval when all surveillance requirements are performed according to TS
requirements.
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5.4.9 EDG Control (start and stop) Circuits FMEA

There are three parts to the EDG start and stop control circuits:
1) Start from manual switches either local or control room,
2) Start with SI signal with or without offsite power, and
3) Start with UYR signal caused by UVR27 drop out with or without SI signal.

The control circuit is manually started during EDG monthly surveillance testing. Field
flashing circuits are the same for any EDG startup mode (auto or manual). Same control
circuit is used when started with UVR and SI contact during the integrated ESF/LOOP
test . Therefore, failure of the start circuit is unrelated to and independent of the integrated
ESF/LOOP test interval.

On an emergency start, all EDG protective trips, except over speed and differential
relays, are bypassed (auxiliary relay contacts will be closed by ESF actuation relays to
bypass the protective circuits).

UVR27 with associated auxiliary relays are calibrated and functionally tested every
refueling outage, independent of the integrated ESF/LOOP test. Operation of the UVR27
is also channel checked daily and functionally tested every 92 days.

Initiation of the safety injection signal is verified daily and every 92 days according to the
plant TS requirements. Channels operational test is performed every 184 days. Manual
actuation of the logic circuits is verified during refueling outage surveillance activity
SR 3.3.2.8.

Operation of the EDG start control circuit with SI contact and UVR contacts are not
affected by the recommended increase in the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval, since
functional testing intervals for UVR27 circuits, SI signal initiation, EDG start stop
control circuits will remain the same.

ED'G start and stop control circuits may fail in various ways with a single consequence:
EDG fails to start, EDG fails to reach required RPM, and failure of EDG field to flash.
The most common failure is fail to start and fail to field flash.

EDG Control Circuit Failure Modes with Possible Impact on ESFAS
Faiilure Modes Failure Mechanism Failure Effect Consequences

(cause of failure)
Control circuits Solenoid failure, air start EDG fails to Loss of one train of
fail to energize system failures random). start. EDG. Operator is
air start trained to bypass or
solenoid valves. manually operate air

start valves once the
malfunction is

__ diagnosed.
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Failure Modes Failure Mechanism Failure Effect Consequences
(cause of failure)

Control circuits DC power system failure, EDG fails to Loss of one train of
fail to flash failed field flash circuit, achieve its rated EDG.
field. EDG failed to reach RPM, voltage

appropriate RPM (speed and will trip.
contacts failure).

5.4.9 EDG Control (start and stop) Circuits No Significant Hazards Evaluation

EDG start and stop control circuit varies according to the EDG manufacturer and plant
specific EDG design. Any single failure within the EDG control circuits that could
prevent EDG start and loading is an analyzed scenario. Such failures would be due to a
random failure within the control circuits, other component failures or improper
maintenance activities. EDG control circuits are tested monthly when EDG is manually
started (local or remote). Evaluation of typical EDG control circuits indicate that there
are no specific components or circuits that are only tested during an integrated
ESF/LOOP test. The only circuit that is tested during the integrated ESF/LOOP test is
deactivating the shutdown emergency start circuits, which are bypassed when the SI
signal is present (EDG control circuits design specific). Testing this function is
performed by using a number of K type relays. Plants are required to show how their
surveillance program verifies the operability of these relays (relay types vary from one
plant to other). There is no historical evidence that components associated with
bypassing automatic trips are subject to any time-dependent failures.

5.5 CONCLUSION

This generic evaluation of the EDG system and equipment and other time sensitive
control circuits within the ESF system could not identify any components that may have a
failure mode with a hazard rate that will change with the proposed increase in the
integrated ESF/LOOP test interval. The analysis could not show any correlation of
equipment and control circuits identified failures with the integrated ESF/LOOP test
interval.

However, if a similar plant specific analysis was to identify any components with a time
dependent failure mode, each occurrence should be evaluated to ensure that surveillance
requirements, calibration, functional testing or operability determination are performed
within a time interval less than one refueling interval. If a component tested solely by the
integrated ESF/LOOP test has a time dependent failure mode, all of the following must
be performed to evaluate the acceptability of the proposed change in integrated
ESF/LOOP test interval:
1. Ensure a preventive maintenance program is established to remove the time

dependent failure mode and to assure that the components hazard rate remains
constant,

2. Ensure that the time dependent failure rate for the affected component is been
included in the single ESF train risk model to account for the risk impact.
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In conclusion, this generic evaluation shows that extending the integrated ESF/LOOP test
interval from ever refueling interval to every other refueling interval on a staggered basis.
will not increase the unavailability of one train of ESF.

Furthermore, the proposed increase in the ESF test interval and the test interval of
specified refueling interval EDG tests will not decrease the defense-in-depth of the
emergency power distribution system as required by General Design Criterion GDC 17
and GDC18. The increase in the integrated ESF/LOOP test interval will not change the
acceptance guidelines of regulatory guide RG1.9, RG 1.108, and IEEE standard Std 387
since all required EDG testing will still be verified accordingly and EDG operation
during emergency conditions will not compromised.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Introduction

* Introductions

* Purpose of Meeting
- Explain the PWROG approach to address the staff's concerns.

- Respond to additional staff questions

- Reach agreement on acceptable resolution to each issue

* Meeting Format
- Restate the issue

- Explain our approach to address the issue

- Question and Answers

* Meeting Goals
- Obtain verbal agreement that the proposed approach will satisfy Staff concerns
- Outline a plan to modify WCAP-15830 complete the review and obtain final

WCAP approval.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Assumptions

* Proposed change for use at plants with 18 month refueling cycle
* Issue resolution will be applied to similar generic methodology being

developed for W-NSSS (WCAP-16354)
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Review of Methodology and Approach

Program Objective:
* Develop a generic methodology that individual plants may use as a

model to apply staggering ESF/LOOP testing at their plant,
- Extend the test interval of Surveillance Requirements typically addressed

by the Integrated ESF/LOOP test to every other refueling outage on a
staggered bases,

* Provide plant specific demonstrations as a proof of principle,
* Obtain NRC approval of the Generic Methodology and Approach
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Review of Methodology and Approach

Methodology:
* Apply a Risk-Informed approach, based on RG 1.174 to demonstrate

that any change in risk will be negligible.
* Use a balanced approach between Risk-Informed and Deterministic

assessments
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Review of Methodology and Approach

Approach:
1. Review TS Surveillance procedures (for demonstration plants) to

identify overlap in component and functional testing with the
integrated ESF/LOOP test

2. Categorize components (A, B or C)
3. Perform a Risk analysis to quantify the associated change in plant risk

- Analyze components and functions for which the integrated test is the
primary or sole functionality test

- Adjust Risk Model as necessary
- Recalculate and evaluate the change in risk
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Review of Methodology and Approach

Approach:
4. Perform a deterministic based evaluation to confirm the conclusions of

the risk analyses
- Consisting of a plant specific Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA)

performed on systems/equipment that may only be tested during
integrated ESF/LOOP testing.

- Show that there are no time dependent failure modes for these
components.

- Show that the change in test interval will not degrade the performance of
either train of the ESF system and will not invalidate any assumptions in
the plant licensing basis.

5. Evaluate Analyses results per RG 1.174 criteria
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Deterministic Issues and Proposed Response

1. How will the requirements of General Design Criterion (GDC) 17, GDC 18,
acceptance guidelines of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.9, RG 1.108, and Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std 387 continued to be met?
[RAI 1 (1.1. 1, 1.1.3), RAI 2 (1.1.2)] and [RAI 15 (2.0)]:
- How will sufficient safety margins and defense-in-depth be maintained?
- How will the WCAP ensure that the reliability of components and functions tested

only by the integrated ESF tests is not reduced?
- How will the WCAP ensure that the likelihood of undetected component and

function failures is not increased?

Response

* No time dependent failure modes,

* Unavailability of a single train of ESF not affected,

* Defense in depth not affected.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP- 15830
Deterministic Issues and Proposed Response

2. What other more frequently performed tests are, when combined
together, functionally equivalent to SR 3.8.1.18 (sequencer timing
verifications) and SR 3.8.1.16 (restoration of offsite power)
requirements? [RAI 16 (2.0)]

Response:
* SR 3.8.1.18 no longer included in proposed change,
* Sequencer calibration and functional test will still be performed every

refueling interval,
* SR 3.8.1.16 does not involve equipment with any time dependent

failure mode,
* The functionality is not significantly different from other more

frequently performed testing.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Deterministic Issues and Proposed Response

3. Once approved, can a plant implement staggered ESF/LOOP testing
based on WCAP 15830 alone, without first doing a plant specific
analyses and requesting a Licensing Amendment for the affected TS
surveillance test interval changes? [RAI 3 (1.1.4)]

Response:
* No,
* Each applicant must perform plant specific Risk Analyses and

Deterministic Evaluation,
* Each applicant must submit plant specific LAR for NRC approval.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Deterministic Issues and Proposed Response

4. How will the WCAP ensure that users monitor the impact of the
proposed change after it is implemented? [RAI 4 (1.1.5)]

Response:

* Ensure plant has administrative program in place to monitor Category
A components,

* Ensure plant addresses Category A components as 'Risk Significant'
IAW Maintenance Rule,

* Ensure IESF test procedure addresses potential failure of Category A
components IAW plant Corrective Action Program.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Deterministic Issues and Proposed Response

5. What action is required if any failures are detected during the
scheduled test of a given ESF train using the staggered testing
approach? [RAI 7 (1.2.2-4)]

Response:
* Test the opposite train during the outage and perform the following

IAW plant Corrective Action Program:
* Initiate a Root Cause Analyses to determine failure mode and if it is

time dependent,
* If time dependent, take action to remove the time dependent failure

mode,
* Ensure plant risk model accounts for the risk impact.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Probabilistic Issues and Proposed Response

1. How will the WCAP ensure users of the WCAP re-assess previous
risk-informed approvals to determine how the selective omission of
the Category A-4 components affects the conclusions of their
supporting risk evaluations? [RAI 5 (1.2.2.4)]

Response:
* Add provisions to re-assess previous risk applications to process

- Plants include requirement for re-assessment of past applications
following PRA updates and modifications,

* Modify Figure 4.3-1, Component Categorization Process Flow Chart
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Probabilistic Issues and Proposed Response

2. How will the WCAP justify that the two probabilistic models
(binomial failure model and the standby failure rate model) used in the
report are appropriate for this application? [RAI 6 (1.2.2)]

Response:

* We use the 'Standby Failure Rate' model.
* All reference to the 'Binomial Failure' model will be removed from

WCAP-15830.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15 830
Probabilistic Issues and Proposed Response

3. How will the WCAP demonstrate that use of dummy events to capture
the impact on CCF is appropriate? [RAI 8 (1.2.2-4)]

Response:
Modify WCAP to include specific requirements for plant-specific
implementation:
- For Alpha-model- use the staggered test interval equations to calculate

Common Cause unavailability,
- For full Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) model - use equivalent equations or

use Alpha model equations and then convert back to MGL,
- For Simplified MGL model with modules - replace modules with basic

event with probability calculated off-line using the appropriate equations.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Probabilistic Issues and Proposed Response

4. How will staff concerns about PRA technical adequacy, such as the
impact on LERF, be addressed? [RAI 9 (1.2.3)] and [RAI 13 (1.3-2)]

Response:
* Plant specific applicants will provide documentation with respect to

the technical adequacy of their PRA based on their peer review
findings and a self-assessment with respect to changes,

* WCAP will be modified to provide specific guidance with respect to
key areas of technical adequacy,

* See also response to question 7.
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Staggered Integrated ESF/LOOP Testing, WCAP-15830
Probabilistic Issues and Proposed Response

5. How will provisions for performing sensitivity or uncertainty
evaluations of CDF and LERF be incorporated into the WCAP based
on the three key assumptions used in the WCAP? [RAI 10 (1.2.4)]

Response:
* WCAP will be modified to include explicit requirements for plant-

specific applicants to include changes in both CDF and LERF, and to
include a numerical uncertainty analysis for CDF and LERF
- LERF will be based on a simplified LERF model

* Two Sensitivity Analyses Proposed
- Unavailability based on combined binomial/standby failure rate model

with a q of 10% of the base failure rate,
- Factor of 2 increase in hazard rate from 24 to 30 months and Factor of 6

increase in hazard rate for 30 to 36 months.
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Probabilistic Issues and Proposed Response

6. How will mapping of cause-effect relationships onto PRA model
elements be provided for review? [RAI 12 (1.3-1)]

Response:
* Spreadsheet used to document components/functions addressed by the

test, document overlap in testing and to justify category selection (A,B
or C),

* Spreadsheet used to document sub-categorization of Category A
components (A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4) and the bases, including how the
component was addressed in the plant specific PRA model, if
required,

* Examples of spreadsheets will be provided to illustrate the process.
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Probabilistic Issues and Proposed Response

7. How will staff concerns about documentation of the significant peer
review findings and progress made towards resolving them be
addressed? [RAI-14 (1.3-3)] and [RAI 11 (1.3)]

Response:

* Plant-specific submittals will provide details of peer review results
- Status of A & B level F&Os,
- Evaluation of potential impact of any unresolved A&B F&Os with

respect to the model elements affected by the application..

* WCAP will include guidance on areas to address the key elements
affected by the model
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* Question and Answers
* Wrap-up
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